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    Home   »  Products   »  Dining 




    Dining

    


Revamp Your Dining Space
Host your family and friends dinners on a beautiful dining table and chair set from us.




        
                FiltersFilter by category Dining Bench (6) Dining Chairs (73) Dining Tables (53)

Filter by brand Bentley Designs (80) Ercol (39) Old Charm (3) Stressless (37)

Filter by size 1.8m (1) 2m (1) 2.2m (1)

Filter by price£165 - £3685
                    
                    
                    

                

Additional Filters Show in stock items only Show new items only

Sort By Default
 Product Name
 Price Low-High
 Price High-Low
 Best Selling
 Latest
 Discount


Per Page 24   48   96   ALL
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            Belgrave Ivory Bar Stool - Faux Leather (Pair)
            
                Belgrave is a classically styled design contrasting an ivory painted finish with beautifully hand-crafted marquetry tops using American white oak solid timbers and veneers. Each piece of furniture reflects the intensified natural characteristics of rustic oak wood such as knots, mineral streaks pinholes, sapwood, handplaning, saw marks and wood colour variation. These natural variations in colour,...             

                                    £599.00

                    

        
                                    
                                Rustic Espresso Faux LeatherRustic Tan Faux Leather
view options                                info                            

                    

        Rustic Espresso Faux Leather
£599.00




Rustic Tan Faux Leather
£599.00





    

          
        
                    

        
            Henley Dining Table
            
                Extendable from 160cm to 250cm (2 x 45cm internal extension leaves hidden inside the table).            

                        RRP £2,099.00
            £1,679.00

                    

        
                                    
                                Aged OakAntique Oak
view options                                info                            

                    

        Aged Oak
£1,679.00




Antique Oak
£1,679.00





    

      
    
        
                    

        
            Mondrian Bar Stool (Pair)
            
                Appealing to a contemporary aesthetic, the Mondrian counter stool is the perfect addition to any modern dining range. With a choice of dark grey faux leather, as well as a selection of colours in velvet, this design has versatility and style. With features such as an elegant tapered back, squared stitched upholstery, and elongated round tapering metal legs - finished in a sand black powder coating-...             

                                    £239.00

                    

        
                                    
                                Grey VelvetPetrol Blue VelvetMustard VelvetDark Grey Faux Leather
view options                                info                            

                    

        Grey Velvet
£239.00




Petrol Blue Velvet
£239.00




Mustard Velvet
£239.00




Dark Grey Faux Leather
£239.00





    

          
        
                    

        
            Athena Fumed Oak Dining Bench
            
                Athena is a striking design combining saw cut marquetry tops in a warm fumed finish with dark rich ‘peppercorn’ stained wire brushed oak veneered frames and welded metal bases in a satin brass finish. Each of the hand-crafted pattern tops are wire brushed and distressed to give a rustic look and tactile feel, making the most of the beautiful and varied grain of oak. Features such as BLUM soft closing...             

                                    £449.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Belgrave Two Tone Wooden Bench
            
                Belgrave is a classically styled design contrasting an ivory painted finish with beautifully hand-crafted marquetry tops using American white oak solid timbers and veneers. Each piece of furniture reflects the intensified natural characteristics of rustic oak wood such as knots, mineral streaks pinholes, sapwood, handplaning, saw marks and wood colour variation. These natural variations in colour,...             

                                    £429.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Camden Rustic Oak Large Bench
            
                Camden combines traditional forms with a contemporary edge by way of gently curved “barrel shaped” table tops and cabinet facias.  Wire-brushed and saw cut laminated oak table tops, combined with solid ash “A” frame legs make a real statement and the rich oiled finish will add warmth to any dining space.            

                                    £549.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Camden Rustic Oak Small Bench
            
                Camden combines traditional forms with a contemporary edge by way of gently curved “barrel shaped” table tops and cabinet facias.  Wire-brushed and saw cut laminated oak table tops, combined with solid ash “A” frame legs make a real statement and the rich oiled finish will add warmth to any dining space.            

                                    £479.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
            
            
            IN STOCK

            

            
        

        
            Ercol Bosco Storage Bench
            
                Ercol Living            

                        RRP £975.00
            £825.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Ercol Elisa Medium Bench in Fabric
            
                Ercol Sofa            

                        RRP £1,570.00
            £1,329.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Ercol Monza Bench
            
                Ercol Bedroom            

                        RRP £555.00
            £469.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Leo Dining Bench
            
                            

                                    from £385.00

                    

        
                                    
                                OakBlack Beech
view options                                info                            

                    

        Oak
£455.00




Black Beech
£385.00





    

          
        
                    

        
            Pisces 90cm Bench
            
                            

                                    £405.00

                    

        
                                    
                                Black Metal 'U' LegsBlack Metal 'X' LegsBlack Metal 'P' Legs
view options                                info                            

                    

        Black Metal 'U' Legs
£405.00




Black Metal 'X' Legs
£405.00




Black Metal 'P' Legs
£405.00





    

      
    
        
                    

        
            Ellipse Fumed Oak Upholstered Chair (Pair)
            
                Ellipse Fumed Oak showcases bold design with a combination of the natural lines of the elliptical and circular tables, paired with the geometrical & linear shapes of the cabinet, to create a compelling and slightly eclectic look. The striking saw cut fumed rustic oak marquetry tops on the thick table tops and cabinet doors contrast beautifully against the large welded peppercorn powder coated metal...             

                                    £479.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Ercol Bosco Dining Chair (Cream Fabric)
            
                Ercol Bedroom            

                        RRP £390.00
            £329.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Ercol Collection Quaker Dining Armchair
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP £670.00
            £565.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Ercol Collection Quaker Dining Chair
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP £515.00
            £435.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Ercol Collection Windsor Dining Armchair
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP £640.00
            £539.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Ercol Collection Windsor Dining Chair
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP £465.00
            £395.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Ercol Como Chair
            
                Ercol Living            

                        RRP £465.00
            £395.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Ercol Heritage Armchair
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP £505.00
            £429.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Ercol Heritage Chair
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP £390.00
            £329.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Ercol Heritage Counter Stool
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP £295.00
            £249.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Ercol Lugo Dining Arm Chair
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP from £465.00
            from £395.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Ercol Monza Dining Chair
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP £370.00
            £315.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Ercol Penn Classic Dining Chair in Fabric
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP £590.00
            £499.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Ercol Penn Classic Dining Chair in Leather
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP £675.00
            £569.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Ercol Penn Padded Back Dining Chair in Fabric
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP £680.00
            £575.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Ercol Penn Padded Back Dining Chair in Leather
            
                Ercol Dining            

                        RRP £775.00
            £655.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Ercol Romana Dining Chair in Fabric
            
                Ercol Living            

                        RRP £570.00
            £485.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Ercol Romana Dining Chair in Leather
            
                Ercol Living            

                        RRP £645.00
            £545.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Ercol Romana Padded Back Dining Chair in Fabric
            
                Ercol Living            

                        RRP £610.00
            £515.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Ercol Romana Padded Back Dining Chair in Leather
            
                Ercol Living            

                        RRP £715.00
            £605.00

                    

        
                                    
                                
                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
            
            
            IN STOCK

            

            
        

        
            Ercol Teramo Dining Chair
            
                Ercol Living            

                        RRP £395.00
            £335.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Nico Dining Chair
            
                            

                                    £229.00

                    

        
                                    
                                ForestLinenPewterSunflower
view options                                info                            

                    

        Forest
£229.00




Linen
£229.00




Pewter
£229.00




Sunflower
£229.00





    

      
    
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with Arms and D100 Legs in Fabric
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP £681.00
            £579.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with Arms and D100 Legs in Leather
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP from £731.00
            from £619.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with Arms and D200 Legs in Fabric
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP £630.00
            £535.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with Arms and D200 Legs in Leather
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP from £681.00
            from £579.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with Arms and D350 Legs in Fabric
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP £731.00
            £619.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with Arms and D350 Legs in Leather
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP from £782.00
            from £665.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with Arms and D400 Legs in Fabric
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP £630.00
            £535.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with Arms and D400 Legs in Leather
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP from £681.00
            from £579.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with D100 Legs in Fabric
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP £605.00
            £515.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with D100 Legs in Leather
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP from £655.00
            from £559.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with D200 Legs in Fabric
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP £554.00
            £469.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with D200 Legs in Leather
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP from £605.00
            from £515.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

      
    
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with D350 Legs in Fabric
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP £655.00
            £559.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            

                    

            

          
        
                    

        
            Stressless Mint High Back Dining Chair with D350 Legs in Leather
            
                Experience true Stressless comfort with Stressless Mint. The dining chairs’ soft and inviting design makes it perfect for enjoyable moments around the dining table. The innovative flexibility in the seat and back allows the dining chair to follow the slightest movement of the body. This way you can enjoy the meal even longer. Choose between high and low back, with or without armrests. Put your personal...             

                        RRP from £706.00
            from £599.00

                    

        
                                    
                                                                info                            
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            Join Our Newsletter

            Sign up for the latest products and offers plus an EXTRA £25 OFF your first order online over £250*

            *Extra £25 off is excluded from all clearance and interiors items, only valid for online orders over £250

        

        
            
            
            
            
            
                    

    






    
                
            
                
                
                
                
            

        

                
                        

            
                
                    Any Questions? Give us a call

                    0808 1682 468
                

                
                    Showroom Opening Times
                    
                        Showroom Opening Times:

                        	Monday09:30 - 17:00
	Tuesday09:30 - 17:00
	Wednesday09:30 - 17:00
	Thursday09:30 - 17:00
	Friday09:30 - 17:00
	Saturday09:30 - 17:00
	Sunday10:00 - 16:00
	Bank Holidays10:00 - 17:00


                    

                

            

            
                About Haskins
                
                    About Haskins

                    	About Us
	Blog
	Price Promise
	Shepton Brasserie & Cafe
	Retail Park


                

            

            
                Help & Information
                
                    Help & Information

                    	Account Login
	Delivery Information
	Buying & Care Guides
	Careers
	Contact Us
	Get Directions
	Covid-19 Policy
	Privacy Policy
	Terms & Conditions
	FAQs
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                    Haskins Furniture® is a registered trademark under UK Number: 00003058167

                    Web design by Iconography

                

            

        

     







 




    

            
